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SUPER-FRESH
Super Fresh Cotton Air Freshener
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SUPER-FRESH
Super Fresh Cotton
Air Freshener
• No liquid spills
• Freshens air for up to 45 days
• Easy to change replaceable
cover
• Environmentally Friendly
• 100% Recyclable
Use anywhere unwanted
odors are a problem
Product # 7520 - 12 product, 1 back plate
Product # 7519 - 12 covers w/ battery
Product # 7518 - Additional back plate

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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Superco’s new air freshener technology is like none other. When the SUPER-FRESH is made
and the plastic is heated into a liquid, at that point the fragrance is added. The product then cools
and the fragrance is impregnated into the cell. The SUPER-FRESH will last up to 45 days and
the fragrance is time released into the area that you want it to be placed.
SUPER-FRESH is the first and only air freshener dispenser that uses the fragrance as the air
freshener. When changing, simply slip on the new cover...That’s it! Now, instead of unlocking a
dispenser, unloading the old refill, loading the new refill and replacing the cover, you just take off
the old cover/refill and replace it with a SUPER-FRESH one. SUPER-FRESH’s silent fan
effectively disperses the fragrance in larger areas.
Each SUPER-FRESH cover is composed of a unique material containing twice as much
fragrance as most other air fresheners which is released over 45 days. SUPER-FRESH is EcoFriendly with refills that are 100% recyclable an VOC compliant. SUPER-FRESH is
manufactured with over 50% less energy than typical plastic or steel containers. SUPERFRESH continuously freshens for 45 days so you don’t have the peaks and valleys (or spritzing
showers) of metered aerosols. SUPER-FRESH is safe and no more spills on the floor. SUPERFRESH is easy to use and each refill comes with a battery, so you simply replace the old cover
with a fresh one...it’s that easy.
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